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Synopsis

(Manuscript Paper). 48-page stitched; 6 staves per page; 9 x 12; punched to fit all ring binders.
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Customer Reviews

Until I found this, I was using the half sized books in order to have the wide staff. Alas, the little books, while user friendly, were often misplaced, stuck inside of larger books. This is much handier and the price is very economical.

Great book of manuscript paper for young students. It doesn’t fall apart at all, which is probably the most important thing to say. The paper is not too thin, ane the print is just what anybody would expect.

Just what my child needed and at a much better price than what I was receiving locally. I bought 5 for the price I was getting in a 2pc "value pack". Arrived as promised....just in time for class!

Excellent item for those just beginning to write their own music. Big staff lines, notes on musical notation. I’m very happy with this.

exactly as described and perfect for my seven year old son to start composing simple tunes for the
piano. The larger spacing makes his writing much easier to understand.

nice script book for those who start to practice music, specialt because the spaces between lines.

my music theory professor words when she saw it: "OMG I love that huge thing!" yeah, me too.

My bf likes to write his own music. This is perfect. He liked it!
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